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Utah Division of Radiation Control,

Utah is a wonderful place to live and we need to do everything to keep it as safe as
possible, especially from nuclear waste being sent which is not within a few hundred
miles or another country's. There needs to be a limit on waste as to what Energy
Solutions or any company wants to bring to Utah. Yes, Energy Solutions is in business to
make money but allowing them to take waste from remote areas is greedy on their part.
They only want to line their pockets with money at the expense of polluting Utah more.
E. S. doesn't care about the quality or safety of Utah's land or its people. They care
about their monetary gain.

E. S. and other nuclear companies need to establish storage sites (close in
proximity) in their areas of the U. S. or in foreign countries ( eg. Italy, [IK, Germany,
etc.) to take care of their nuclear waste. (eg. Sending waste from the government cleanup
of the Savannah River atomic-bomb site in South Carolina to Utah is not a good idea.)
Utah or any other state doesn't need to take on the world's problems by disposing their
waste here.

Stop these ideas of bringing nuclear waste across the oceans or many hundreds or
thousands of miles across the U.S. to any one place in the America . It is unsafe and not
practical. (See enclosed article*"Company cited for duct-tape incident") There are
probably more of these kinds of things happening that is covered up. E.S.'s philosophy
on this is who cares what we store in the ground here or if we pollute with our shipments
on the way to Utah!!! Well, I care and a lot of other people care.

E.S. is unprofessional, deceitful (trying to circumvent the law by blending waste-
blending should be reclassified to a hotter waste if there is one speck of Classes B and C
waste in it) and they're money mongers. That's their one concern--$$$$$!

Please keep a rein on E.S. and other pollutant companies who want to take
advantage of Utah. This is our state not the world's nuclear dumping ground.

Oh, by the way Energy Solutions should be taxed more for Utah putting up with all
this underhandedness that they continue to dish out.

Sincerely, a\": / { lo*-*i iAzlcr)y+* V/3r<--
Carolyn Potter
10743 Bay Meadows Drive
Sandy, Utah84092
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